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Abstract

In this paper, we develop a mathematical model for intracellular HIV-1 gag protein trafficking based on the hy-

potheses that gag proteins employ kinesins for active transport on microtubules and they can also diffuse in cytoplasm.

This results in a time-dependent convection-diffusion equation in polar coordinates along with appropriate boundary

and initial conditions. A finite element method based on tracking characteristics is established for accurately solving

this type of transport problems. The numerical method has been implemented in C++. To validate the mathematical

model, we perform numerical simulations on the virion timing, i.e., the time needed for HIV-1 virions (puncta) to first

appear on the cell plasma membrane. Numerical simulation results and biological experimental data agree principally.

For in silico analysis of gag protein trafficking, the numerical simulation code needs to be executed repeatedly on a

large collection of sets of model parameters. We further investigate code parallelization strategies using MPI and

OpenMP.

Keywords: Active transport, cytoplasm, diffusion, finite element methods, gag proteins, HIV-1, microtubules, MPI,

OpenMP

1. Introduction

Incoming viral particles travel from the cell periphery to sites of viral transcription and replication. During egress,

subviral particles and/or virions travel back to the cell plasma membrane. In these processes, the host cell cytoskeleton

has been utilized for transport of subviral particles and/or virions [25, 27, 33]. It has been revealed [7, 9, 15, 21, 34]

that organelles and subviral particles employ dyneins and kinesins for active transport along microtubules.

Human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) is a retrovirus that causes acquired immunodeficiency syndrome

(AIDS), a condition in humans in which the immune system fails progressively. In an infected cell, as a critical

component of HIV-1, the group-specific antigen (gag) protein is initially synthesized as a 55 kD polyprotein [11, 12].

The gag polyprotein contains domains that mediate gag-gag interactions and gag association with cellular membranes

[2, 25] (and references therein), which are essential for the assembly of progeny virions. About 1500 copies of gag

protein are required to assemble one progeny virion [1].
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Figure 1: From Ref.[33]: During HIV-1 egress, gag proteins utilize KIF4, a kinesin family member, for transport on microtubules.

It is known [22, 33] that gag proteins engage KIF4, a kinesin family member, for microtubule transport to the

plasma membrane where gag proteins and HIV-1 viral genome are budding into virions and released from the infected

host cell. Knockdown of KIF4 slows temporal progression of gag through its trafficking intermediates and inhibits

virus-like particle production [22].

Although the mechanism of transport along microtubules is still in debate [16, 24] (and references therin), there

have been efforts on developing quantitative models for intracellular transport [5, 6, 10, 14, 17, 18, 29]. However,

these studies more or less focus on single virus trafficking. In certain applications, it is more important to know how

collectively subviral particles are being transported to the place where they assemble and how new virions are formed,

for example, the HIV-1 gag protein trafficking and assembly.

In this paper, we develop a mathematical model for intracellular HIV-1 gag protein trafficking based on the hy-

potheses that gag proteins employ kinesins for active transport on microtubules and they can also diffuse in cytoplasm.

This results in a time-dependent convection-diffusion equation in polar coordinates along with appropriate boundary

and initial conditions. A finite element method based on tracking characteristics is established for accurately solving

this type of transport problems. The numerical method has been implemented in C++. To validate the mathematical

model, we perform numerical simulations on the virion timing, i.e., the time needed for HIV-1 virions (puncta) to first

appear on the cell plasma membrane and have obtained principal agreement between numerical results and biological

experimental data. Moreover, for in silico analysis of gag protein trafficking, the numerical simulation code needs

to be executed repeatedly on a large collection of sets of model parameters. We also investigate code parallelization

strategies using MPI and OpenMP.

2. Modeling HIV-1 Gag Protein Transport Inside Cytoplasm

Existing studies and increasing evidence [7, 9, 25, 26, 27, 31, 33, 34] suggest that viral particles including HIV-

1 gag proteins use the host cell cytoskeleton for their intracellular journey: entry (from the cell membrane to the

nucleus), replication inside the nucleus, and egress (from the nucleus to the cell membrane). In these processes,

microtubule-associated dynein and kinesin motors are employed, even though the regulation mechanisms for these

motors are still in debate [16, 24]. Most viral particles could diffuse in cytoplasm [15, 21].

For HIV-1 gag proteins, it is known [1, 2, 12, 23] that monomers are produced inside cytoplasm. They could

associate into dimers, trimers, and even higher order multimers. These gag particles do not enter back into the cell
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Figure 2: A two-dimensional model for gag protein trafficking: active transport on microtubules and diffusion in cytoplasm. The cytoplasm is

geometrically simplified as an annulus. Here ra is the radius for the nucleus and rb is the radius for the cell plasma membrane.

nucleus. They travel towards the cell plasma membrane. Once enough gag particles accumulate there, new HIV-1

virions form and escape the cell. Cells take a variety of shapes, but annulus is a reasonably simple geometric model for

cytoplasm [6]. Summarized below are our assumptions for a mathemtical model for gag transport inside the cytoplasm

of an infected cell.

(A1) Cytoplasm is an annulus;

(A2) All gag species, e.g., monomers, dimers, trimers, and oligomers are treated as quasi-monomers with converted

concentration, that is, one dimer is treated as two monomers in terms of mass/concentration, a trimer treated as

three monomers, etc;

(A3) No association and dissociation among different species (monomers, dimers, etc.) of gag protein;

(A4) Active transport happens on microtubules and gag can also diffuse in the cytoplasm;

(A5) gag monomers are produced uniformly and constantly in the cytoplasm from the messenger RNA;

(A6) gag particles do not penetrate back into the nucleus;

(A7) gag particles cannot escape through the plasma membrane before virions form (puncta appears), i.e., a threshold

concentration is reached;

(A8) The initial monomeric gag concentration is zero.

Let ra, rb be the radii of the nucleus and the plasma membrane, P(r, t) the quasimonomeric gag concentration at

the radial position r and time moment t, and g1 the rate of gag production inside the cytoplasm. It is clear that the

transport velocity is v = (s cos(θ), s sin(θ)). The total flux of the transport consists of a convective part and a diffusive

part: ∇ · (vP − D∇P). The divergence of the total flux in the polar coordinate system is

∇ · (vP − D∇P) =
1

r
∂

∂r

(
srP − Dr

∂P
∂r

)
.

The mass conservation law asserts that the temporal change of the concentration ∂P
∂t is balanced by the divergence of

the total flux and the temporal change of the material sink/source, which is known to be g1 for gag proteins. We set the

time moment when gag monomers are first produced in cytoplasm as 0 and the time moment when new HIV-1 virions

first appear on the cell membrane as Tv. Now we have a time-dependent convection-diffusion transport equation along
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with the no-penetration no-escape boundary conditions and a zero initial condition for gag concentration, as shown

below ⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

∂P
∂t
=

1

r
∂

∂r

(
Dr
∂P
∂r

− srP
)
+ g1, r ∈ [ra, rb], t ∈ [0,Tv].

[
Dr
∂P
∂r

− srP
]

ra

=

[
Dr
∂P
∂r

− srP
]

rb

= 0

P(r, 0) = 0.

(1)

It is assumed that the averaged speed of gag proteins on microtubule s (μm/sec), the diffusion coefficient D ((μm)2/sec),

and the averaged production rate of monomeric gag proteins inside the cytoplasm g1 (μM/sec, micro-Molar per sec-

ond) are constants.

It should be pointed out that the above model is for the time period from the moment gag proteins are being

produced inside the cytoplasm until the moment new HIV-1 virions first appear on cell plasma membrane. After that,

newly formed HIV-1 virions start the budding process, i.e., they escape the host cell, meanwhile, gag proteins still

travel towards the plasma membrane and assemble there, we have a leaking boundary condition.

3. Numerical Methods for Convection-Diffusion Equations

For time-dependent convection-diffusion problems like (1), traditional finite difference methods or finite element

methods usually either smear the steep fronts exhibited in the solutions or produce nonphysical oscillations near these

fronts [32] (and references therein). In this regard, the finite element methods based on characteristic-tracking have

demonstrated their advantages in solution accuracy and algorithm efficiency, due to the use of information along

streamlines [8, 20, 32]. Among the characteristic finite element methods, the Eulerian-Langrangian localized adjoint

methods (ELLAM) use both Eulerian grids and Lagrangian grids (characteristics or streamlines) and adopt a natural

operator splitting. An ELLAM-type method [20, 32] can be developed to numerically solve the boundary initial value

problem of the transport equation in polar geometry (1). Here we briefly highlight the main ideas.

Let 0 = t0 < t1 < . . . < tn−1 < tn < · · · < tN = Tv be a temporal partition of [0,Tv] that is not necessarily uniform

and Δtn = tn − tn−1(n = 1, . . . ,N). Multiplying both sides of the first equation in the boundary initial value problem

(1) by a typical test function ψ(r, t) defined on the space-time slab [ra, rb] × (tn−1, tn], we obtain

∫ tn

tn−1

∫ rb

ra

(
r
∂P
∂t
+
∂

∂r

(
srP − Dr

∂P
∂r

))
ψdrdt =

∫ tn

tn−1

∫ rb

ra

g1rdrdt, (2)

where we have applied the no-flow boundary conditions in (1) and the test function is required to satisfy the adjoint

equation
∂ψ

∂t
+ sr
∂ψ

∂r
= 0. (3)

This implies that any test function is actually a constant along each characteristic. Then we end up with a numerical

scheme for the transport problem (1) as follows

∫ rb

ra

P(r, tn)ψ(r, tn)rdr + Δtn

∫ rb

ra

D
∂P
∂r
∂ψ

∂r
rdr

=

∫ rb

ra

P(r, tn−1)ψ(r, t+n−1)rdr + Δtn

∫ rb

ra

g1rdr.
(4)

The formulation (4) clearly indicates that we have an elliptic problem at the new time step tn, which opens the

door for a variety of spatial finite elements. The formulation also reveals that the ELLAM methodology serves as

a very natural operator splitting: one sees only convection along characteristics (Lagrangian grids) (3), whereas the

diffusion problem (4) is solved on Eulerian grids.
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For simplicity, we use continuous piecewise linear spatial finite elements in the radial direction. A suite of C++

and Matlab code has been developed and used in our preliminary work on numerical simulations for gag protein

transport inisde cytoplasm.

It is known that 1500 copies of gag protein are required for an HIV-1 new virion [1] and the spherical virion has a

radius in the range of 0.05μm to 0.075μm. This implies that a threshold concentration 1409μM on the cell membrane

is needed for new virions (puncta) to appear. Our numerical results for ra = 5μm, rb = 10μm, D = 0.04(μm)2/sec,

g1 = 1500μM/sec, Δt = 1sec, and the above threshold concentration are shown in Table 1. The time Tv (for puncta to

first show up near cell membrane) is in the format of hours, minutes, seconds.

Table 1: Numerical simulation results on the time Tv needed for HIV-1 virions (puncta) to appear on cell plasma membrane. Tv is inversely

proportional to the average speed s on microtubules.

Speed s(μm/sec) Time Tv

2.00 09h46m41s

1.00 10h14m35s

0.40 10h32m57s

0.20 13h31m29s

0.10 21h09m08s

0.05 34h20m07s

As demonstrated by the numerical simulation results in Table 1, the time needed for HIV-1 virions (puncta) to

first appear on the cell plasma membrane is inversely proportional to the average speed on the microtubules. Here we

consider only the egress (traveling from the cell center to the cell periphery). If HIV-1 viruses’ entry takes roughly

the same time as that for egress, then the time post infection for HIV-1 virions to appear near cell membrane is about

twice of that for egress. In this regard, our numerical results agree principally with the experimental data in Figure 3.

4. Code Parallelization Based on MPI and OpenMP

To perform in silico numerical simulations of HIV-1 gag transport inside cytoplasm, our simulation code will be

executed repeatedly for a very large collection of different parameter values s,D. This is essentially a case of Single

Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD). Code parallelization is therefore a natural choice for simulation efficiency. We use

both Message Passing Interface (MPI) and OpenMP for code parallelization [3, 4, 19].

4.1 Master-Worker Parallelization Using MPI. We adopt a master-worker approach. We have an input that

is a parameter file containing a collection of sets of parameter values. Itemized below are the major steps in the

parallelization, see also Figure 4.

(1) The main process or rank, called the master, reads in the parameter data from a parameter file.

(2) The master rank distributes the parameter values to other ranks, called workers.

(3) Each worker runs a copy of the code with a particular set of parameter values.

(4) Each worker sends its output to the master.

(5) After collecting the outputs from all workers, the master writes the outputs to a file for later analysis.

Remark. Note that if the number of workers is large enough, compared to the number of parameter combinations,

some workers will not perform any work. The actual number of parameter combinations that a worker receives may

vary, depending on the total number of ranks.

4.2 OpenMP Parallelization for Each Copy of Code. OpenMP can be used to parallelize the code within ranks.

OpenMP parallelizes code through parallel sections, e.g., a “for loop” within a subroutine. The loop is split among

different threads.
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Figure 3: Experimental results: gag distribution near cell plasm membrane at various times post infection: (A) Cos-7 cell, (B&C) HEK293T cell.

gprof can be used to create a code profile [13]. This profile helps us find the sections of code that take the longest

time to run, and set priority for parallelization within ranks.

4.3 Cray Architecture. Figure 5 is an illustration of the architecture of Cray XT6m.

4.4 aprun. On Cray XT6m, one runs a parallel code using the aprun command with various values of

• n, the number of processing elements (PEs), which corresponds to the number of ranks used;

• d, depth, the number of cores per PE, which can be set equal to the number of OpenMP threads;

For instance, the command aprun -n3 -d5 a.out executes a.out with one master, two workers, five threads per

rank, one core per thread, and one PE per node, see [4].

4.5 Parallelization Speedup and Efficiency. As is well known, speedup is defined as

S i = T1/Ti,
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Figure 4: Code parallelization using a master-worker approach based on MPI. OpenMP is used for parallelization within ranks.

Figure 5: The architecture for Cray XT6m (Adopted from [3])

where i is the number of allocated cores and Ti is the time it takes i cores to run a program. Efficiency is defined as

Ei = T1/(iTi),

which is also interpreted as the speedup per core.

5. Parallel Simulation Results

Recall that MPI is used for parallelization among ranks in the master-worker approach. OpenMP is used for

parallelization within a rank (via parallel sections).

We have tried a case with 132 sets of parameters: s, D, Δt, where s ∈ {1, 1.2, 1.4, ..., 3.0} with increment 0.2;

D ∈ {0.02, 0.04, 0.06}; and Δt ∈ {0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0}. It is clear that we have 11 × 3 × 4 sets of parameters.

When the simulation code is executed sequentially with just one set of parameters, it is observed that for small s,

it takes longer for the job to finish, and for larger s, the job is completed faster. Similarly, the job takes longer to be

completed when Δt is small, and is completed faster when Δt is larger.
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If there are enough workers and each worker does one job, depending on the parameter values of s,D,Δt for the

jobs assigned by the master, some workers may take longer to complete their jobs than others. Thus, there is clearly

unevenness among jobs, even though there is no communication among the workers.

Parallelization using aprun with various combinations of n and d will produce different effects. Recall that n (the

number of ranks) is used for MPI and d (the number of threads) is for OpenMP.

Table 2: Effects of the number of threads (OpenMP)

n (# of ranks) d (# of threads) Runtime (seconds) Speedup

2 1 929.67

2 5 521.33 1.78

133 1 21.00

133 2 17.33 1.23

From Table 2 we can see that OpenMP parallelization within ranks had the most impact when we used fewer

ranks. In particular, runtime was reduced by almost 50% when only one worker and five threads were used. On the

other hand, when 132 workers were used, due to limited resources, we were only able to use two threads. Runtime is

reduced by only about 17% in this case.

Table 3: Effects of the number of ranks (MPI)

n (# of ranks) d (# of threads) Runtime (seconds) Efficiency

2 5 521.33

20 5 31.33 0.81

30 5 23.33 0.71

40 5 19.00 0.65

50 4 22.00 0.45

133 2 17.33 0.21

Notice that we do not really need to run our code with 133 ranks. The code executes with high efficiency when

we use 5 threads and between 20 and 40 ranks, see Table 4. If we increase the number of ranks above 40, we are not

able to use 5 threads, because of limited resources. For high number of ranks, the code runs only a couple of seconds

faster and the efficiency is low, at least partly due to overhead costs.

Table 4: Unevenness of jobs

n (# of ranks) d (# of threads) Runtime (seconds) Efficiency

100 2 21.33 0.23

110 2 24.00 0.18

120 2 22.33 0.18

130 2 17.33 0.21

140 2 17.67 0.20

Table 4 demonstrates an interesting issue. Note that running the parallel code with 110 and 120 worker ranks

actually took longer, on average, than running the code with 100 ranks. Two factors might be at play here. First, there

could be additional overhead costs for the additionally allocated cores. Second, there exits unevenness of jobs. It is

conceivable that, in some situations, some cores are assigned the jobs that take the longest to complete, while other

cores are assigned jobs that can be completed quickly. This would cause the program to take longer to run, as the

cores would not be used as efficiently as possible.

One approach for addressing job unevenness is to have the master assign jobs to the workers as they become

available. Each worker receives a job and sends a message to the master when the job has been completed. At this
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point, the master saves the worker’s output and assigns the available worker a new job. The process continues until all

jobs have been completed.

6. Remarks on Future Work

The mathematical model and simulation code we evaluate in this paper is for a deterministic transport equation in

cytoplasm. Since the average speed s on microtubules and the diffusion parameter D vary with cells, we could treat

them as random variables on the sample space of cells. In our future work, we will perform stochastic analysis of

some quantities of interest, e.g., the virion timing Tv (the time when virions/puncta first appear near the cell plasma

membrane). The simulation code for deterministic transport equation in cytoplasm will be used in conjunction with

the stochastic collocation methods [35].

In the model proposed in this paper, all species of gag proteins such as monomers, dimers, trimers are treated

as quasimonomers with equivalent concentrations. Existing studies [12] suggest that gag proteins dimerize inside

cytoplasm and gag dimers further associate with HIV-1 viral RNA. A mathematical model considering gag dimer-

ization will be a system of coupled transport equations with nonlinear reactions that require development of efficient

numerical methods for such equations. This is currently under our investigation and will be reported in the future.

Existing studies [28, 30] also reveal that gag trimers play an important role in binding with the infected host cell

plasma membrane. Near the plasma membrane, a mixture of the myristoyl-exposed gag trimers and the myristoyl-

sequestered gag monomers will evolve into an equilibrium that helps the formation of new HIV-1 virions. A math-

ematical model for a dynamical system of gag trimers and monomers near cell plasma membrane is currently being

developed and will be reported in our future work.
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